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Summary

Deepwater geohazards pose tremendous risks and threats to deepwater drilling, production and field development
programs. Geohazards encountered in deepwater regime are somewhat dissimilar from that experienced on the continental
shelf and shallow water operations. Hence, the commonly practiced rule-of-thumb shallow water geohazard survey approach
is neither efficient nor effective for deepwater pre-drilling, development and engineering design purposes. Besides the selection
of experienced survey team with practical tools, deepwater geohazard study is best to adopt the “Funneling Approach”.
Starting from a regional consideration perspective, avoid missing the “big picture”, survey planning and implementation
shall be taken stage by stage, with consideration of all present and future needs with related to exploration, drilling, production
concepts, field engineering design and development activities.

Introduction

Further to a number of mega discoveries in
deepwater, deep sea exploration and production became the
hope and focus in meeting the ever increasing demands for
fossil energy. Exploration and drilling technologies have
since evolved rapidly in meeting the new challenges
associating with the increasing water depths. Understanding
of deepwater geo-hazard, its study and analysis techniques
to avoid and minimise disastrous incidents have, however
often been oversight, or assumed similar to the commonly
practiced in shallow water regions.

This paper discusses the common, yet unique
geological problems that can and will be encountered once
the focus shift over the continental break, along the
continental slope and into deep and ultra-deepwater; along
with their implication to deep sea drilling, development,
engineering and production activities.

Deepwater Geohazards

Over the continental shelf, typical deepwater
geohazrds could be major concerns:
! Rapid and high volume of sedimentation in the form of

turbidity flow
! Highly complex and unstable seabed and shallow sub-

seabed foundation
! Active geology – complex faulting activities, continuous

seafloor deformation, highly undulated and rugged
seabed topography

! Shallow geo-pressures - mud volcanoes, diapirs and
fluid vents

! Drilling hazards:
• Shallow water flow
• Shallow gas
• Gas hydrate
! Deep sea environmental issues

Geophysical Survey Data

To effectively and efficiently study / predict
deepwater geohazards:
! Multibeam echo sounder; high resolution, accurate and

reliable 3D survey approach – provide good
understanding of seabed behaviors, assess seabed
stability and critical to exploration planning, production
concept and engineering design

! Side scan sonar; high definition and reliable positioning
– seabed characteristic study, identifying nature and
man-made obstructions to E & P activities

! Multiple Sub-bottom Profiling Data for different
applications, purposes and objectives – drilling hazards
analysis, field development concepts, engineering
designs and applications

! Surface and sub-sea positioning – reliability, accuracy,
and repeatability

Geophysical Survey Design and Concerns

Due to the huge water column; some of the prime
considerations:
! Signal power and frequency selection – a vertical
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accuracy and vertical resolution issue
! Signal spreading and fresnel zone – a horizontal

accuracy and horizontal resolution issue
! Data density and reliability issue and concern
! Surface and sub-sea positioning issue and concern

Conclusion

Deepwater geohazard understanding and prediction
is regional issue, not location matter! The practical approach
starts with understanding the geological history and process
of the region, than narrow down to area of interest, location
of prospects, project requirement, survey objectives and
ultimately targeted outcomes.

Funneling Survey Planning and Approach:

Phase 1: Desktop Study – obtain Overall and Regional
information quickly and cheaply

Phase 2: Region-wide Seafloor Stability Analysis
Phase 3: Site and Engineering Geophysical Survey

Planning & Execution
Phase 4: Specific Geotechnical SurveyProgram Planning

& Execution

Ultimate Achievement: Seamless Integration
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